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Summary 

The ACCC has decided to grant authorisation for five years to BP Australia Pty 
Ltd (BP) and its participating BP fuel resellers (the Applicants) to collectively 
participate in the Velocity Frequent Flyer Program (Velocity Program), a loyalty 
scheme associated with Virgin Australia.  

Although BP and participating fuel resellers all operate under the BP brand, each 
reseller is an independently owned and operated fuel retail business. As 
independently owned and operated businesses any collective agreement 
between them about their participation in the Velocity Program may raise 
concerns under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) unless authorised.  

The ACCC also grants authorisation to allow BP to require BP fuel resellers to 
participate in the Velocity Program as a condition of offering new BP reseller 
agreements or renewing existing reseller agreements. 

The ACCC grants authorisation until 9 September 2020. 

The applications for authorisation 

1. On 27 March 2015, BP Australia Pty Ltd (BP) and its participating resellers 
(collectively the Applicants) lodged applications for authorisation (A91485 - 
A91487) with the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC). The 
Applicants are seeking authorisation for their collective participation in the Velocity 
Frequent Flyer Program (Velocity Program) a loyalty scheme associated with 
Virgin Australia, for five years.  

2. The Applicants also requested interim authorisation to enable them to launch their 
collective participation in the Velocity Program (including offering opportunities to 
earn, but not redeem, points) and to commence discussions with Velocity about 
benefits that may be offered by the Applicants upon redemption of points. Interim 
authorisation was granted on 24 April 2015.1 

3. On 17 July 2015, the ACCC issued a draft determination2 proposing to grant 
authorisation to the Applicants’ collective participation in the Velocity Frequent Flyer 
Program for five years. A conference was not requested in relation to the draft 
determination.  

The conduct 

4. The Proposed Conduct relates to BP and participating BP fuel resellers offering 
opportunities for Velocity Program Members (consumers) to earn points for 
purchases made at their sites and to redeem points in return for products made 
available to them.  

5. Specifically the Proposed Conduct for which authorisation is sought is: 

a. contracts, arrangements or understandings between BP and resellers as to the 
terms on which they collectively participate in the Velocity Program, including 
but not limited to:  

                                                           
1
  See ACCC decision 24 April 2015 available at 

http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/1185524/fromItemId/278039. 
2
  Subsection 90A(1) requires that before determining an application for authorisation the ACCC shall 

prepare a draft determination. 

http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/1185524/fromItemId/278039
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i. charges paid to Velocity; and 

ii. charges paid by Velocity (either directly to BP or indirectly to resellers via 
BP). 

b. any boycott conduct that technically arises from restrictions or limitations on 
resellers' participation in competing loyalty programs, or the supply of 
transactional data to third parties. BP submits that it and its resellers have not 
and will not engage in any boycott for the purposes of negotiating with Velocity 
or any other party. 

c. contracts, arrangements or understandings between BP and resellers as to the 
benefits to be provided to Velocity Program members (whether by BP, a 
reseller or any third party). 

d. any third-line forcing conduct3 that arises when BP or resellers supply, or offer 
to supply, benefits to a Velocity Program member upon a condition that the 
Velocity Program member has acquired: 

i. loyalty program services from Velocity; or 

ii. goods or services from a third party (which may arise where BP or a 
reseller redeems, or offers to redeem, Velocity Program points earned via 
purchases from another Velocity Program partner, or when they honour, or 
offer to honour, gift cards obtained by Velocity Program members through 
the Velocity Online Rewards Store). 

e. any third-line forcing conduct that would arise if BP were to make the supply of 
goods or services to resellers conditional upon their participation in loyalty 
program activities, including under the Velocity Program. 

6. With respect to the third line forcing conduct referred to in paragraph 4e, 
subsequent to lodging the application BP confirmed that it may in the future require 
resellers to participate in the Velocity Program as a condition of allowing them to 
operate under the BP brand (either as a new reseller or when renewing the contract 
of an existing reseller).  

7. However, at the present time BP does not propose to make participation in the 
Velocity Program mandatory. BP also submitted that if in the future participation was 
made mandatory, the mandatory requirement would not be enforced during the life 
of existing reseller agreements (i.e. it would only be enforced as agreements came 
up for renewal). BP advised that most BP resellers have already decided to 
voluntarily participate in the Velocity program.  Participating BP resellers account for 
a large proportion of BP reseller sites. 

The Applicants 

BP Australia Pty Ltd 

8. BP is a refiner-marketer of petrol, diesel and automotive liquid petroleum gas 
(referred to collectively as fuel or fuels). BP's business relevantly includes: 

a. the retail supply of fuel through a network of approximately 300 BP branded 
sites that are owned or leased by BP or a related company and operated by 
BP (BP company sites); and 

                                                           
3
  Third line forcing involves a supplier supplying goods or services on condition that the customer also 

acquires goods or services from another business unrelated to the supplier. 
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b. the wholesale supply of fuel and lubricants to approximately 1,000 
independently-owned and operated sites which resell fuel under the BP brand 
(Reseller sites). 

BP resellers 

9. BP resellers are independently owned and operated petrol stations which onsell fuel 
supplied by BP under the BP brand. As independently-owned and operated fuel 
retailers, BP submits that its resellers are competitive with BP company owned retail 
sites. BP’s resellers set their own retail prices for fuel and negotiate their own 
commercial contracts with non-fuel suppliers.  

10. The commercial relationships between BP and its resellers are governed by 
Privately Owned Sites Agreements or similar agreements (Reseller Agreements) 
under which BP agrees to supply resellers with fuels and other goods and services.  
These agreements also licence resellers to use certain BP intellectual property and 
set out various other rights and obligations. BP grants BP resellers the right to, 
amongst other things, operate their petrol stations under the BP brand and engage 
in group marketing programs as part of the BP network.  

11. BP currently requires all sites in its network to purchase certain business inputs of 
goods and services exclusively from approved suppliers. BP has previously lodged 
third line forcing notifications with the ACCC is relation to requiring BP fuel resellers 
to use approved suppliers of café goods and services (N90978) and EFTPOS credit 
card processing services (N91423). Lodging a notification with the ACCC provides 
protection from legal action under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (CCA) 
for the notified third line forcing conduct. The ACCC may only remove this protection 
if it is satisfied that the likely public benefits will not outweigh the likely public 
benefits from the conduct. The ACCC has not objected to these notifications.4 

Background 

The Velocity Program and other loyalty programs 

12. The Velocity Program is a loyalty program operated by Velocity Frequent Flyer Pty 
Limited (Velocity, a company majority-owned by Virgin Australia Holdings) that 
allows its members to obtain benefits by earning and redeeming 'points'. Members 
of the Velocity Program are consumers who have voluntarily enrolled in the program 
and who can earn points by purchasing the products offered by Velocity Program 
partner businesses. There are currently approximately 4.8 million members of the 
Velocity Program. 

13. Velocity Program members can earn points by: 

 purchasing Virgin Australia or affiliate flight tickets 

 purchasing goods or services from program partner businesses (Velocity 
Program Rewards Partners) including, for example, suppliers of 
accommodation, car hire, travel and insurance services and retail goods, or 

                                                           
4
  Parties can also seek protection from legal action under the CCA for third line forcing conduct by 

lodging an application for authorisation as BP has chosen to do in respect of the third line forcing 
conduct the subject of the current application for authorisation. 
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 using a Velocity co-branded credit card issued by Virgin Money, American 
Express or NAB to make purchases (whether from a Velocity Program 
Rewards Partner or not). 

14. Velocity Program members can redeem points (i.e. spend points to obtain benefits) 
in return for: 

 eligible Virgin Australia or affiliate flight tickets  

 upgrades to existing Virgin Australia or affiliate flight tickets (e.g. from an 
economy class ticket to a business class ticket) 

 goods and services (such as games and toys, cameras, phones, televisions 
and gift cards) from the online Velocity Frequent Flyer Rewards Store, or 

 free or reduced cost goods or services from Velocity Program partners 
(Velocity Program Redemption Partners). 

15. Under the proposed terms of the Applicants’ participation in the Velocity Program, 
Velocity Program members will be able to earn points at the Applicants’ sites and 
the Applicants will co-ordinate with each other and Velocity to offer benefits to 
Velocity Program members in return for the redemption of points. Currently, under 
the terms of BP’s participation in the Velocity Program, Velocity Program members 
earn two points per one litre of fuel purchased (capped at 150 litres per transaction) 
and two points per $1 of other purchases (capped at $100 per transaction).  

16. Many multi-partner loyalty programs in Australia involve fuel retailers either directly 
or indirectly. Loyalty programs other than Velocity currently operating in Australia 
which directly involve fuel retailers include: 

Fuel Brand Loyalty program(s) offered 

Caltex MYER one: earn one shopping credit for every $1 dollar spent. 

Altitude Rewards: earn one Altitude point for every $1 spent. 

Woolworths/Caltex Qantas Frequent Flyer / Everyday Rewards (where Qantas Frequent 
Flyer and Everyday Rewards memberships are linked): earn one 
Qantas Frequent Flyer point for every dollar spent above $30 in one 
transaction. 

Fuel discount of 4cpl when $30 or more spent at a Woolworths 
supermarket and/or a petrol discount following an instore purchase at 
Woolworths/Caltex. 

Coles Express / 
Shell 

flybuys: earn one point for every $2 spent. 

Fuel discount of 4cpl when $30 or more spent at a Coles supermarket 
and/or a petrol discount following an instore purchase at Coles 
Express/Shell. 

17. A number of major Australian multi-partner loyalty programs do not include a fuel 
retailer as a direct partner. However, these loyalty programs do generally allow 
members to swap credits for credits in one of the above loyalty programs which is 
partnered with a fuel retailer (such as Woolworths’ Everyday Rewards). Therefore, 
members of many Australian multi-partner loyalty programs can access discounted 
fuel through the programs either directly or indirectly. In addition to multi-partner 
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loyalty programs, a number of large retailers also run their own in-house loyalty 
programs (for example, Priceline, Millers and Spotlight). As these loyalty programs 
cover a single corporate group, they are not linked with fuel retailers. 

The petrol industry 

Fuel wholesalers 

18. The wholesale sector of the Australian petrol industry mainly consists of the four 
refiner-wholesalers (BP, Caltex, Mobil and Viva Energy (formerly Shell)) and large 
independent wholesalers such as Ausfuel, Neumann Petroleum and United.5 The 
table below shows these companies’ share of wholesale petrol volumes between 
2009-10 and 2013-14. There are also a number of other small wholesale companies 
that operate in the Australian petrol industry, however these companies fall outside 
the scope of the ACCC’s monitoring activities and the figures in the table below 
exclude these companies. 

Table 1: Monitored companies share of wholesale petrol volumes: 2009–10 to 2013−14
6
 

 2009−10 

% 

2010−11 

% 

2011−12 

% 

2012−13 

% 

2013−14 

% 

Caltex 36 36 36 35 35 

Viva Energy 29 30 29 28 27 

BP 17 18 18 18 18 

Mobil 13 9 10 13 12 

Independent wholesalers 6 6 7 7 8 

Fuel retailers 

19. Retail petrol stations operate under a variety of competing brands including: 

 Caltex –The Caltex-branded network is composed of a mix of sites owned and 
operated by Caltex Australia and others which are owned and operated by 
independent retailers who re-sell fuel under the Caltex brand.  

 Woolworths/Caltex - The Woolworths/Caltex co-branded network consists of 
around 500 sites which are operated by Woolworths, and around 90 sites by 
Caltex Australia which offer the Woolworths fuel discount redemption. 

 Coles Express/Shell - The Coles Express/Shell network consists of sites to 
which Viva Energy is the exclusive fuel supplier under the Shell brand. These 
sites are generally leased by Coles Express (a subsidiary of Wesfarmers) from 
Viva Energy.  

                                                           
5
  Ausfuel and Neumann Petroleum are both owned by Puma Energy. 

6
  ACCC Monitoring of the Australian petroleum industry. Report of the ACCC into the prices, costs and 

profits of unleaded petrol in Australia. December 2014 p. 23. 
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 7-Eleven- a network of 7-Eleven branded sites supplying Mobil Australia petrol 
and diesel fuels.  

 United - A network of United-branded franchisee or commission agent sites.  

 Liberty - A network of Liberty-branded but independently owned and operated 
sites. 

20. The ACCC’s petrol monitoring captures the refiner-wholesalers, supermarkets and 
large independent retail chains (7-Eleven, On The Run, and the retail operations of 
United and Puma Energy). Table 2 below shows retail sales volumes by brand for 
companies monitored by the ACCC.  

Table 2: Share of volume of monitored retail petrol sales by brand: 2009–10 to 2013−14
7
 

BP
8
 Caltex Mobil Shell Coles Express 

/Shell  

(co-branded) 

Woolworths/ 
Caltex  

(co-branded) 

Large 
independent 
retail chains 

% % % % % % % 

2009–10 17 16 10 2 22 23 10 

2010–11 19 18 – 2 22 23 17 

2011–12 16 18 – 2 23 24 17 

2012−13 15 18 – 2 24 24 18 

2013−14 13 18 - 2 24 24 19 

21. The BP branded retail network represents around 20 per cent of the total number of 
retail sites in Australia. 

Consultation 

22. The ACCC tests the claims made by an applicant in support of its application for 
authorisation through an open and transparent public consultation process. 

23. Prior to the draft determination, interested parties consulted in relation to the 
applications for authorisation include other petrol retail brands, other reward 
programs and a selection of BP resellers.9 The ACCC received one submission, 
from the Gilbert Motors Group of Companies.  

24. Gilbert Motors Group noted that it had declined to participate in the loyalty program 
as it considered that the result would be that it would need to lift posted fuel prices 
to cover the costs of participation. Gilbert Motors Group submits that as a result of 
the increased prices, the general public would be disadvantaged to the advantage 
of the segment of consumers enrolled in the Velocity Program. Gilbert Motors Group 
noted that if participation in the Velocity Program became mandatory then it would 
cease to resell fuel for BP. 

                                                           
7
  ACCC Monitoring of the Australian petroleum industry. Report of the ACCC into the prices, costs and 

profits of unleaded petrol in Australia. December 2014 p. 25. 
8
  This is for company owned and operated sites only. 

9
  A list of the parties consulted and the public submissions received is available from the ACCC’s public 

register www.accc.gov.au/authorisationsregister. 

http://www.accc.gov.au/authorisationsregister
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25. The ACCC received no further submissions following the draft determination. 

ACCC assessment 

26. The ACCC’s assessment of the Proposed Conduct is carried out in accordance with 
the relevant net public benefit tests10 contained in the CCA. In broad terms, the 
ACCC may grant authorisation if it is satisfied that the likely benefit to the public 
from the Proposed Conduct would outweigh the likely detriment to the public, 
including from any lessening of competition. 

27. In its evaluation of the applications the ACCC has taken into account: 

 the application and submissions received from the Applicants and interested 
parties. 

 the likely future without the conduct for which authorisation is sought.11 In 
particular, the ACCC considers that absent the agreement between BP and 
participating BP resellers they would not collectively participate in the 
Velocity Program in the manner currently envisaged. However, BP and each 
of its resellers would be free to separately negotiate their participation in the 
program and/or other loyalty programs. Absent the third line forcing conduct 
relating to BP requiring BP fuel resellers to participate in the Velocity 
Program the ACCC considers that BP and those resellers who choose to do 
so would continue to participate in the Velocity Program, as is currently the 
case under the interim authorisation granted by the ACCC.12 However, BP 
would not be able to require resellers to participate. 

 the relevant areas of competition likely to be affect by the Proposed 
Conduct, particularly competition in the retail supply of fuel in various local 
markets and competition amongst loyalty programs. 

Public benefits 

28. BP submits that the public benefits likely to arise as a result of its Proposed Conduct 
include:  

 direct consumer benefits arising from the earning and redemption of Velocity 
Program points at BP and participating Reseller sites 

 enhanced competition in retail fuel markets 

 transaction cost savings which, in the context of highly competitive retail fuel 
markets, can be expected to be passed on to consumers  

 a consistent loyalty program offering across BP-branded sites, which lowers 
consumer search costs and reduces the prospect of consumer confusion, and 

 enhanced competition in loyalty program markets. 

29. The ACCC’s assessment of the likely public benefits from the Proposed Conduct 
follows. 

                                                           
10

  Subsections 90(5A), 90(5B), 90(6), 90(7), 90(8).  
11

  For more discussion see paragraphs 5.15-5.23 of the ACCC’s authorisation guide. 
12

  Assuming the ACCC granted authorisation to the remaining aspect of the Proposed Conduct. 
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Consumer benefits arising from earning and redeeming Velocity 
Program points at BP sites 

30. Under the Proposed Conduct, members of the Velocity Program who are customers 
of the Applicants will be able to earn points through purchases made at participating 
BP branded petrol stations. These points may be exchanged for discounts and other 
benefits, including potentially on fuel, at the Applicants’ retail sites and from other 
merchants. 

31. As noted, under the current terms of the Applicants’ participation in the Velocity 
Program, Velocity Program members will earn two points per one litre of fuel 
purchased and two points per $1 of other purchases (subject to caps).  

32. BP submits that it has not yet finalised negotiations regarding fuel discounts or other 
benefits which may be gained by Velocity Program members by redeeming their 
points. However, an indicative value of the current points available may be gained 
by reviewing the value of gift vouchers offered by other merchants in the Velocity 
Program. The value of these gift vouchers in terms of points varies between 
merchants but appears to often be around half a cent per point.  

33. The ACCC accepts that consumers who are members of the Velocity Program, 
currently 4.8 million members, will be able to benefit from the Proposed Conduct by 
earning points (which may be redeemed for goods and services) on a wider range 
of purchases and at a broader range of locations and that this constitutes a public 
benefit. 

34. As noted, BP and resellers could individually elect to participate in the Velocity 
Program without the Proposed Conduct. However, as discussed above, the ACCC 
considers that the Velocity Program is likely to be more broadly adopted, and 
implemented more effectively and efficiently, with the Proposed Conduct in place 
than if BP and each reseller separately negotiated about their participation in the 
Velocity Program with Velocity. 

Enhanced competition between fuel retailers and between loyalty 
programs 

35. BP submits that the Proposed Conduct will enhance competition in retail fuel 
markets by improving the competitiveness of BP branded sites. In particular, BP 
submits that Woolworths’ and Coles shopper docket schemes have been highly 
effective in driving fuel purchasing behaviour and promoting the Coles Express and 
Caltex Woolworths retail fuel brands. BP notes that its three major competitors 
Caltex, Caltex Woolworths and Coles Express all have loyalty programs.   

36. BP also submits that that the inclusion of the BP network of sites will improve the 
attractiveness of Velocity Program membership, improving the competitiveness of 
the Velocity Program with other loyalty schemes. The ACCC notes that some other 
loyalty schemes currently offer opportunities to earn points through purchases at 
petrol stations. 

37. As discussed above, the ACCC considers that the ability to earn and redeem 
Velocity Program points on BP fuel purchases is likely to be valued by consumers. 
This is likely to improve the BP branded sites’ retail competitiveness. Similarly, the 
competitiveness of the Velocity Program will also be improved which may also elicit 
procompetitive responses from other loyalty programs. 
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Transaction and other cost savings 

38. BP submits that access to a loyalty program imposes a number of transaction costs 
on business participants, noting that the exploration and negotiation of commercial 
arrangements with Velocity has been lengthy and costly. BP submits that the 
collective participation of resellers with BP in negotiating access to the Velocity 
Program lowers the transaction costs that each individual participant would 
otherwise need to bear. BP submits that if resellers were required to negotiate 
individually with Velocity arguably some would find the cost of doing so too 
prohibitive to participate. 

39. The ACCC considers that negotiations about participating in the Velocity Program 
impose transaction costs on Velocity, BP and resellers, such as the time taken to 
negotiate and legal and other expert advice costs. Individual negotiations will stop 
when the costs of continued negotiation outweigh the expected benefits for either 
party. At this point, it is likely that the contract will not fully capture the potential 
mutual benefits from trade. It may in fact mean that no negotiation occurs at all 
between Velocity and some resellers. 

40. Collective negotiation about the terms of participation in the Velocity Program is 
likely to result in public benefits from sharing the costs of negotiation. By reducing 
the costs of negotiating for all parties, it is likely that more contractual issues can be 
addressed, because each party can obtain the benefit from negotiating these issues 
at less cost to itself, resulting in more comprehensive and efficient contracts of 
greater benefit to all parties. These cost savings may also lead to more widespread 
participation in the Velocity Program by resellers if, as is currently the case, 
participation remains voluntary.  

41. If, in the future, BP made participation in the Velocity Program mandatory for 
resellers, these transactions costs (per participating reseller) would be likely to be 
further reduced. To the extent that mandatory participation may increase the 
number of resellers participating in the arrangements this may also allow BP to 
negotiate improved terms governing their participation in the scheme with Velocity. 
However, as discussed below, mandatory participation would also result in costs 
being incurred by resellers who do not wish to participate.  

Consistency across BP branded sites 

42. BP submits that the Proposed Conduct will allow the benefits of the Velocity 
Program to be offered more consistently across BP branded sites than if BP 
resellers were to independently negotiate their participation in the Velocity Program 
or other loyalty programs. 

43. BP submits that this benefits consumers in a number of ways, including by: 

a. improving the clarity with which the benefits of the Applicants’ participation in 
the Velocity Program is communicated to consumers, including by enabling BP 
to more efficiently develop and undertake network level marketing initiatives 
and promotions 

b. according with consumer expectations that BP-branded sites will generally 
participate in promotions that are advertised in relation to the BP brand, and 

c. reducing the extent to which consumers need to seek out BP-branded sites at 
which Velocity Program benefits are offered. 
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44. BP also submits that the exclusivity aspects of the Proposed Conduct, as a result of 
limiting participation in other loyalty programs, or the supply of transactional data, 
partly serve to: 

a. ensure that participating resellers are committed to the promotion of the 
Velocity Program once they have executed a reseller agreement, and  

b. avoid consumer confusion that may arise from BP-branded sites offering 
benefits in relation to a variety of loyalty programs. 

45. The ACCC considers that collective negotiation by BP and participating resellers 
about the terms of their participation in the Velocity Program, and in particular BP 
requiring mandatory participation, is likely to result in a more consistent product and 
service offering across the BP branded network, which may benefit customers and 
increase the competitiveness of the network as a whole.  

Public detriments 

46. Having regard to the submissions of the Applicants and interested parties the ACCC 
considers that there are four areas of potential competitive detriment relevant to its 
consideration of the Proposed Conduct: 

 the potential for coordinated behaviour between the Applicants 

 restrictions of BP resellers participation in competing loyalty programs 

 requiring resellers to participate in the Velocity Program as a condition of 
entering into new BP reseller agreements or renewing existing reseller 
agreements.  

47. The ACCC’s assessment of the likely public detriments from the Proposed Conduct 
follows. 

Co-ordinated behaviour by the Applicants 

48. Under the Proposed Conduct coordination between the Applicants is limited to their 
collective participation in the Velocity Program. Authorisation has not been sought to 
allow the Applicants to coordinate in relation to any other aspect of their operations, 
including the terms and conditions on which fuel, and/or other goods and services 
are offered to consumers. 

Restriction on participating in other loyalty programs 

49. BP resellers will be prohibited from participating in any other loyalty program, which 
will have the effect of limiting the pool of merchants which other loyalty programs 
can access as potential partners. However, the ACCC notes that there are a 
number of loyalty programs operating in competition with Velocity, some of which 
allow the earning and redemption of points through purchases made through fuel 
retailers. Although fuel retailers are attractive partners for loyalty programs, a wide 
variety of other attractive classes of merchants remain available to partner both 
existing loyalty programs and new ones.  

50. Accordingly, the ACCC does not consider that the Proposed Conduct is likely to 
lead to public detriment in the form of reduced competition between loyalty 
programs. 
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Mandatory participation in the Velocity Program 

51. BP states that while it does not currently propose to require BP resellers to 
participate in the Velocity Program it may in the future require that resellers 
participate as a condition of entering into a new reseller agreement and renewing 
existing reseller agreements. BP does not propose to make participation mandatory 
for any reseller during the life of a reseller agreement. 

52. Gilbert Motors Group raised concerns that the cost of participating in the Velocity 
Program would require them to raise fuel prices. Gilbert Motors Group stated that if 
participation in the Velocity Program became mandatory then it would cease to 
resell fuel for BP. 

53. The ACCC notes that mandatory participation will prevent individual resellers from 
being able to choose, having regard to their assessment of the benefits and costs of 
the Velocity Program to their individual business, whether to participate. 

54. However, as discussed above, the ACCC considers that these costs are likely to be 
lower (per site) the broader the level of participation. Similarly, the effectiveness of 
the Velocity Program, and associated benefits for resellers, is likely to be greater the 
broader the level of participation.  Therefore, when considered across the entirety of 
the BP network, the ACCC considers that the likely benefits of mandatory 
participation are likely to outweigh any associated public detriment.  

55. Further, the ACCC notes that most BP resellers have already decided to voluntarily 
participate in the Velocity program. Further, if participation in the Velocity Program 
was made mandatory, resellers would still be able to opt out, but only by choosing 
to no longer sell fuel under the BP brand and instead selling fuel from one of the 
alternative suppliers.   

56. The ACCC also notes that to the extent that the costs incurred by BP resellers in 
participating in the Velocity program are reflected in their price and service offering 
these costs will be borne by all BP customers whereas the benefits of BP resellers’ 
participation in the program will primarily accrue to those customers who choose to 
participate in the program.  However, as discussed above, the ACCC considers that 
the overall impact of participation in the Velocity Program will be to improve the 
competitiveness of BP branded sites and the Velocity Program, benefiting all 
consumers.  

Balance of public benefit and detriment  

57. In general, the ACCC may grant authorisation if it is satisfied that, in all the 
circumstances, the Proposed Conduct is likely to result in a public benefit, and that 
public benefit will outweigh any likely public detriment, including any lessening of 
competition. 

58. The ACCC considers that the Proposed Conduct is likely to lead to public benefits 
by expanding the opportunities for consumers to earn and redeem Velocity Program 
points and increasing price and non-price competition in fuel markets and between 
loyalty programs. The ACCC also considers that the Proposed Conduct is likely to 
lead to lower individual transaction and management costs for BP and resellers in 
participating in the program and a more consistent product and service offering 
across the BP branded network, which may benefit customers and increase the 
competitiveness of the network as a whole.  
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59. The ACCC does not consider that the Proposed Conduct is likely to lead to any 
significant public detriment. Co-ordination between the Applicants is limited to their 
participation in the Velocity Program and opportunities for competing loyalty 
programs to enter into partnership with merchants are not significantly impacted by 
the arrangements. While if BP decides to make participation mandatory the 
Proposed Conduct will remove individual BP resellers’ ability to choose whether to 
participate in the Velocity Program (if they wish to continue to sell fuel under the BP 
brand) the arrangements are likely to benefit the BP branded network as a whole. 
Further, the ACCC notes that resellers will not be forced to participate during the life 
of existing reseller agreement and can elect to cease operating their retail fuel 
business under the BP brand at the expiration of their agreement if participation in 
the Velocity Program does become mandatory. 

60. For the reasons outlined in this determination the ACCC is satisfied, that the 
Proposed Conduct is likely to result in a public benefit that would outweigh the likely 
public detriment, including the detriment constituted by any lessening of competition 
that would be likely to result.  

61. Accordingly, the ACCC is satisfied that the relevant net public benefit tests are met. 

Length of authorisation 

62. Given the ACCC’s conclusion on the balance of public benefits and public 
detriments, the ACCC grants authorisation for five years, as sought by the 
Applicants. 

Determination 

The applications 

63. On 27 March 2015, the Applicants lodged applications for authorisation A91485 - 
A91487. Application A91485 was made using Form A Schedule 1, of the 
Competition and Consumer Regulations 2010. Application A91486 was made using 
Form B Schedule 1, of the Competition and Consumer Regulations 2010. 
Application A91487 was made using Form E Schedule 1, of the Competition and 
Consumer Regulations 2010.  

64. The applications were made under subsections 88(1), (1A) and (8) of the CCA as 
the Proposed Conduct may contain a cartel provision or may have the purpose or 
effect of substantially lessening competition or be an exclusionary provision within 
the meaning of section 45 of the CCA. The Proposed Conduct may also constitute 
exclusive dealing. Specifically authorisation is sought as the Proposed Conduct 
involves: 

a. contracts, arrangements or understandings between BP and resellers as to the 
terms on which they collectively participate in the Velocity Program, including 
but not limited to:  

i. charges paid to Velocity; and 

ii. charges paid by Velocity (either directly to BP or indirectly to resellers via 
BP). 

b. any boycott conduct that technically arises from restrictions or limitations on 
resellers' participation in competing loyalty programs, or the supply of 
transactional data to third parties. BP submits that it and its resellers have not 
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and will not engage in any boycott for the purposes of negotiating with Velocity 
or any other party. 

c. contracts, arrangements or understandings between BP and resellers as to the 
benefits to be provided to Velocity Program members (whether by BP, a 
reseller or any third party). 

d. any third-line forcing conduct that arises when BP or resellers supply, or offer 
to supply, benefits to a Velocity Program member upon a condition that the 
Velocity Program member has acquired: 

i. loyalty program services from Velocity; or 

ii. goods or services from a third party (which may arise where BP or a 
reseller redeems, or offers to redeem, Velocity Program points earned via 
purchases from another Velocity Program partner, or when they honour, or 
offer to honour, gift cards obtained by Velocity Program members through 
the Velocity Online Rewards Store). 

e. any third-line forcing conduct that would arise if BP were to make the supply of 
goods or services to resellers conditional upon their participation in loyalty 
program activities, including under the Velocity Program. 

The net public benefit test 

65. For the reasons outlined in this determination, the ACCC is satisfied, pursuant to 
sections 90(5A), 90(5B), 90(6) and 90(7) of the CCA, that in all the circumstances 
the Proposed Conduct for which authorisation is sought is likely to result in a public 
benefit that would outweigh any likely detriment to the public constituted by any 
lessening of competition arising from the Proposed Conduct. 

66. The ACCC is also satisfied, pursuant to section 90(8), that the Proposed Conduct 
for which authorisation is sought is likely to result in such a benefit to the public that 
the Proposed Conduct should be allowed to take place. 

Conduct to which the ACCC grants authorisation 

67. The ACCC grants authorisations A91485 - A91487 to the Applicants to give effect to 
the Proposed Conduct described at paragraph 64 for five years. 

68. Under section 88(10) of the CCA, the ACCC extends the authorisation to future 
parties to the Proposed Conduct. 

Interim authorisation 

69. At the time of lodging the application, the Applicants requested interim authorisation 
to enable them to: 

a. launch their collective participation in the Velocity Program (including by 
offering opportunities for Velocity members to earn points through purchases at 
participating sites), and 

b. immediately progress discussions between Velocity, BP and Participating 
Resellers about possible benefits to be offered to Velocity Program members 
upon the redemption of points. 

70. The ACCC granted interim authorisation on 24 April 2015. 
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71. Interim authorisation was not sought, and the ACCC did not grant interim 
authorisation for: 

a. collective participation by the Applicants in the Velocity Program in relation to 
offering opportunities for Velocity Members to redeem points at participating 
sites, or 

b. the making or giving effect to any final agreement between Velocity, BP or 
Participating Resellers about possible benefits to be offered to Velocity 
Program members upon the redemption of points. 

72. Interim authorisation will remain in place until the date the ACCC’s final 
determination comes into effect or until the ACCC decides to revoke interim 
authorisation. 

Date authorisation comes into effect 

This determination is made on 18 August 2015. If no application for review of the 
determination is made to the Australian Competition Tribunal (the Tribunal), it will 
come into force on 9 September 2015. 
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